THE UCSB MULTICULTURAL CENTER PRESENTS

Social Justice Workshop

CULTURAL APPROPRIATION

Students will learn about various forms of cultural appropriation: from indigenous wear found in Halloween costumes and "race parties," to the appropriation of black music by white musicians in American music and the appropriation of local cuisines and fashions by international food and fashion conglomerates. As you learn how to spot appropriation with the help of bell hooks' essay, "Eating the Other," you are tasked with finding examples of cultural appropriation in your own lives. The workshop will be facilitated by David Romero, Mexican-American spoken word artist, poet, and activist.

Register Online: http://tinyurl.com/ydeh2cfm

SPACE IS LIMITED IN ALL WORKSHOPS AND PRIOR REGISTRATION IS MANDATORY. WORKSHOPS ARE OPEN TO EVERYONE.

TUES, OCT 17, 2 PM • WORKSHOP/MCC LOUNGE

FOR THE FULL FALL 2017 CALENDAR VISIT MCC.SA.UCSB.EDU

For more information or assistance in accommodating people of varying abilities contact the MultiCultural Center at 805.893.8411

UCSBMCC